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The Neurofibromatoses: A Patho-
genetic and Clinical Review. Ed S M
Huson, R A C Hughes. (Pp 485; £79.00.)
London: Chapman & Hall Medical Publica-
tions. 1994.

The editors of this fine text book have as-
sembled a formidable array of world experts
on neurofibromatosis and the end product is
an extremely good clinical, pathological, and
molecular review of the neurofibromatoses.
The book is well referenced and illustrated
with some very fine pictures and radiological
images. Reviews on molecular genetics of
NF1 and NF2 by Francis Collins and Guy
Rouleau respectively are extensive and in-
clude the recent cloning of the NF2 gene.
There are also useful chapters on the clinical
and genetic aspects of NFI and NF2.
For those who are interested in the cell

biology and pathology of these conditions,
there are chapters on neural crest migration
and differentiation, schwann cell biology and
pathology. For the surgeon there are
chapters on orthopaedic manifestations and
reconstructive surgery in NF and the overall
result is a very well rounded and structured
publication.
My only real criticism of the book is that it

leaves the reader a little confused as to the
result of the debate on what the elephant man
was supposed to have. There are two com-
pletely opposed chapters which argue the
case for the elephant man having NF1 and
proteus syndrome. Although there is a little
guide by the editors in the preface stating
that they really do not believe the elephant
man did have NF1, the inclusion of these
chapters, although ofgreat interest, only help
to keep the debate warm and that may ham-
per us in trying to persuade anxious persons
with this disease that they are not going to
end up looking like Joseph Merrick.

Nevertheless, the inclusion of the chapters
does add extra spice to what is already an
extremely readable and useful guide to neuro-
fibromatosis. I would therefore whole-

heartedly recommend this text to anyone
with more than a passing interest in this
disease and at £79.00 I feel that this is not
overpriced.

GARETH EVANS

Causes of Diabetes: Genetic and Envir-
onmental Factors. Ed R D G Leslie.
(Pp 355; £60.00.) London: John Wiley.
1993.

A long standing interest in diabetes, and
particularly its causation, meant that it was a
pleasure to dip into this contribution. Dia-
betes represents a substantial complex of
disorders. The aetiology of most forms of
diabetes remains unclear, but a review of
recent progress in research is certainly
timely. For a clinical geneticist who attempts
to remain abreast of molecular genetic devel-
opments in diabetes, perhaps the most com-
pelling components of this work came in the
chapters on the non-genetic causes of the
disease.
The book, edited by David Leslie, has

contributions from many authoritative and
active researchers. The text is divided into
two principal sections, the first dealing with
IDDM or type I diabetes and the second
with non-insulin dependent diabetes melli-
tus or type II diabetes. Each of the sections
begins with an overview of genetic aspects of
disease causation. These provide a useful
springboard for the data that follow. Subse-
quent chapters place emphasis on the inter-
action between genetic and non-genetic fac-
tors. In reality, we know so very little of the
mechanisms of such interactions. Accord-
ingly, these chapters engage the reader in
epidemiological reviews. Sections on viral,
nutritional, and other toxins implicated in
the aetiology of diabetes were well rounded.
The explosion of suspicion for a viral trigger
in IDDM, particularly for Coxsackie viral
infection, during the late 1970s has now
apparently mellowed. However, the rather
ominous increase in IDDM incidence con-
tinues and is presumed to be because of
environmental factors.
Of significant developments, the identifi-

cation of mutations within the glucoskinase
gene in those interesting, but relatively infre-
quent families with early onset, non-insulin
requiring diabetes (MODY) is given only
brief mention. Since these observations con-
stitute the first insight into the molecular
basis of disordered glucose homostasis, the
brevity may seem surprising and a little dis-
appointing. The other notable absentee is the
application of mouse genetics to mapping of
human disease. While still unproven, and
with obvious limitation for extrapolation to
humans, the localisation of gene loci in the
non-obese diabetic mouse (NOD) has given
fresh impetus to disease gene mapping in
genetically complex disorders.

Overall the editor has demanded clarity
and simplicity from the contributors in their
assessment of basic observations. While par-
ticularly helpful for non-scientific readers,
the text may be considered a little bland for
the researcher with considerable background
knowledge. However, if you buy the book
quickly, albeit at £60, you will obtain a
useful and up to date reference source.

RICHARD TREMBATH

NOTICES

Ares Serono
International
Symposium: Where
Phenotype Does Not
Match Genotype

This Symposium will be held on 13-14
October 1994 in Volterra, Italy, Cassa di
Risparmio. Information: Maria I New, MD,
Scientific Secretary, The New York Hos-
pital-Cornell Medical Center, 525 E 68th
Street, Room N-236, New York, NY 10021,
USA. Tel: (212) 746-3450; Fax: (212) 746-
0300. A limited number of free communica-
tions will be accepted for poster presentation.

Cycling out of Control

Nature's Second International Conference in
Europe "Cycling out of Control" will be
held on 1-2 December 1994 at Hotel Lutetia,
Paris. Conference details: Pippa Burnett,
Tel: + 44 (0)71 836 6633 x 2593, Fax: + 44
(0)71 379 5417. Media enquiries: Lisa Jack-
son, Tel: +44 (0)71 872 0104, Fax: +44
(0)71 240 2408.

French Society ofHuman
Genetics

We are pleased to announce the annual meet-
ing of the French Society ofHuman Genetics
to be held on 14 December 1994 at H6pital
des Enfants Malades in Paris. The scientific
programme includes uniparental disomy and
the phacomatoses. We are soliciting submis-
sions for oral presentations. If you wish to
present your research at this meeting, please
send an abstract not later than 3 November
1994 to Professor Claude Stoll. For more
information contact Professor Claude Stoll,
Institut de Puericulture, Service de Geneti-
que Medicale, 23 rue de la Porte de l'H6pital,
67091 Strasbourg Cedex, France. Tel: (33)
88.16.10.12. Fax: (33) 88.16.13.30.
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Notice to contributors (general guidance)
The readership of Journal of Medical Genetics is world wide and
covers a broad range of workers, including clinical geneticists,
scientists in the different fields of medical genetics, clinicians in
other specialities, and basic research workers in a variety of
disciplines. It publishes original research on all areas of medical
genetics, along with reviews, annotations, and editorials on im-
portant and topical subjects. It also acts as a forum for discussion,
debate, and information exchange through its Letters to the
Editor columns, conference reports, and notices. The editor is
always grateful for suggestions or criticisms from readers and
authors.

ORIGINAL PAPERS
These may be on any aspect of medical and human genetics and
may involve clinical or laboratory based and theoretical genetic
studies. If requested, authors shall produce the data upon which
the manuscript is based for examination by the Editor. Guidance
on length can be obtained from studying the Journal. Case and
family reports may be submitted as Brief papers. Short reports
should in general not exceed 500 words, with one or two
illustrations, and the text should be continuous with no headings.
An abstract should be provided for all papers. Contributions may
also be submitted as Hypotheses or Technical notes. Accelerated
publication of papers of particular importance will be considered.

REVIEWS
Short or longer reviews on all aspects of medical genetics are
welcome, but should be discussed first with the Reviews Editor.
Contributions on historical topics, or which could form part of
specific series, are particularly acceptable.

ANNOTATIONS AND EDITORIALS
These are written or commissioned by the editors, but sugges-
tions are welcome regarding possible topics and authors.

LETTERS
These are welcome on any relevant topic and will be published
rapidly. Those relating to or responding to previously published
items in the Journal will be shown to those authors, where
appropriate. Although a paper submitted as an original report
may sometimes be published in shortened form as a letter, it is
preferable for initial submissions to be as a short report, unless
directly related to a previous journal article.

CONFERENCE REPORTS
Reports from small to medium sized meetings, especially inter-
national workshops on specific topics, will be appreciated. Au-
thors intending to submit conference reports should liaise with
the Reviews Editor to avoid duplication.

SPECIAL ISSUES AND SUPPLEMENTS
These are published at intervals on topics of particular relevance.
Enquiries are welcome from those organising workshops or
symposia who may have material suitable for such an issue.

BOOK REVIEWS
The Journal aims to review as wide a range of relevant books as
possible. Authors or others wishing to check if a book has been
received may check with the Journal office. Computer programs
and databases, official reports, and other material relevant to the
field may all be appropriate for review. Enquiries about such
items are welcome.

OBITUARIES
The Journal would like to be informed rapidly of the death of any
senior or important person in the field of medical or human
genetics, regardless of geographical location. In general, a brief
notice would be published rapidly, with a longer obituary as
appropriate. Since such deaths often occur many years after
retirement, it will be appreciated if readers will contact the
Reviews Editor so that appropriate arrangements can be made.

NOTICES
Notice of forthcoming meetings in different countries should
be sent as far ahead as possible. Extensive descriptions should be
placed as advertisements.

'CALLS FOR PATIENTS'
The Journal receives an increasing number of requests to publish
notices of proposed studies involving patients or families with rare
genetic disorders. In general such notices are appropriate only for
major international collaborations; the proposer should ensure that
such a notice does not conflict with existing studies or proposals.

ILLUSTRATIONS
High quality black and white photographs are preferred for most
illustrations, particularly of patients. Colour illustrations can be
accepted; however, authors are asked to pay part of the cost, so
their desirability should be discussed in advance of submission.
All identifiable photographs of patients must be accompanied by
written permission for use.

NOTES ON NOMENCLATURE
Authors should refer to the following publications.

(1) Chromosomes: ISCN 1985. An international system for
human cytogenetic nomenclature. Basel: Karger, 1985.

(2) Genes: Shows TB, et al. In: Human Gene Mapping 5 and
7. Cytogenet Cell Genet 1979;25:96-116, 1984;37:340-3.

(3) Loci: Conventional nomenclature should be used, with
lower case lettering as appropriate (for example, Race RR,
Sanger R. Blood groups in man. 6th ed. Oxford, London:
Blackwell, 1975; and Giblett ER. Genetic markers in human
blood. Oxford, London: Blackwell, 1969).

(4) Blood coagulation: International Committee of Haemo-
stasis and Thrombosis (Graham JB, et al). A genetic nomencla-
ture for human blood coagulation. Thromb Haemostas 1973;30:2-1 1.

(5) Enzymes: Enzyme nomenclature: recommendations of the
nomenclature committee of the International Union of Biochemistry.
New York: Academic Press, 1984.

Specific instructions to authors
Papers, which should be in triplicate and in the Vancouver style
(BMJ 1988;296:401-5), should be sent to the Editor, Journal of
Medical Genetics, BMA House, Tavistock Square, London WC1H
9JR and not to individual editors, with the exception of papers
from the USA, which can be submitted to the North American
Editor, Dr P M Conneally, Department of Medical Genetics,
James Whitcomb Riley Hospital for Children RR129, Indiana
University Medical Center, Indianapolis, Indiana 46223, USA.
Submission of a paper will be held to imply that it contains original
work which has not been previously published. It is the responsi-
bility of the submitting author to ensure that all co-authors are
agreeable for their names to appear on the manuscript. A FAX
number should be provided. Permission to republish must be
obtained from the Editor.
Where a patient(s) with a structural chromosome abnormality

is described, the availability of a cell line(s) should be stated in
the text together with its identifying number, cell bank, and,
where appropriate, contact person.

All contributions should be accompanied by an abstract
(preferably structured) giving the main results and conclusions.
Typescripts should be at least double spaced with wide margins.
One page proof will be sent to the author submitting the paper
and alterations on the proof, apart from printer's errors, are not
permitted. Reprints may be ordered when the proof is returned.

Figures should be kept to a minimum and should be num-
bered consecutively in Arabic numerals. Legends should be
typed on a separate sheet.

Tables should not be included in the body of the text, but
should be typed on separate pages and numbered with Arabic
numerals. A legend should be provided.

References should conform precisely to the style current in
this journal. Authors are responsible for the accuracy and
completeness of their references as these will not be checked by
the Editorial office.
Up to four keywords should be provided for indexing purposes.

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSION OF REVISED PAPERS
A revised manuscript should be returned within two months.
Manuscripts returned after two months will be treated as new
papers. When submitting a revised manuscript please ensure you
enclose three copies of this and one copy of the original manu-
script.


